Alloway Parish Church – The Houldsworth Window
A fascinating window with enigmatic features.
At the East end of Alloway Church is a window subscribed by William Houldsworth as a tribute to
his wife Sarah Abercrombie. There appears to be no contemporary documention to explain the
artist's intent on creating the design. The Kirk Session minutes of the time simply record that
William Houldsworth had visited the minister, Samuel Marcus Dill (later to be moderator of the
General Assembly) with a proposal for a window in the extension at the East end of the Church.
The design was laid on the table and agreed by the Kirk Session. Messrs Clayton and Bell were
commissioned to install the window, which was completed in 1891.
Dr Walter McGinty produced an excellent compendium of the Alloway Church Windows –
“Through a Glass Brightly”. With regard to this window he comments “The elaborately designed
chancel window is full of clever symbolism that is not always immediately discernible.” He then
describes the lower half of the window and the top cinqurfoil but leaves the two quatrefoils to our
immagination.
The window can be viewed as four layers and the bottom two layers divide into Old and New
testament themes. The upper two layers appear to more “heavenly” in Nature, at the top Christ is
shown enthroned and below that are a variety of angels along with 22 characters.

Starting with the bottom layer this comprises six panels each representing women from the Bible
with virtues shared by Sarah Abercrombie, according to her husband. On the far left we have
Miriam – who liked to dance and sing.

Next we find Ruth – thy God shall be my God.

The Old Testament section is completed with Hannah – who brought her child, Samuel to the
temple.

The New Testament section continues with Mary, sister Martha – who liked to listen to Jesus.

Next, perhaps out of historical sequence, we have the expectant mother of Jesus, Mary - visiting her
cousin Elizabeth – who did God's will.

Finally at the far right we have Dorcas from Joppa – who did good works.

The next layer in the window shows, in the left half, Moses raising a brass serpent on a pole to cure
the Israelites of snake bites. The image is made up in three panels.

This is mirrored on the right hand side by a crucifixion scene, again in three panels.

We can infer the identity of some of the characters in this scene. The centre panel showing Jesus on
the cross would seem to have Mary, Jesus' mother and John who was entrusted by Jesus to care for
her.

The right hand panel shows the Roman Centurian and quite likely Joseph of Arimathea, holding a
flask. The thief being crucified looks somewhat tortured, possibly representing the one who taunted
Jesus.

The left hand panel shows a sad but less tortured thief, possibly having been assured by Jesus of his
place in paradise. At the foot of the cross are two women, Mary Magdalene with her jar and
probably Mary the Mother of James.

Moving upwards the next layer becomes more puzzling. It comprises two quatrefoils, in the centre
of each are three angels carrying between them a quotation from John's Gospel linking the two
scene below – those on the left carrying a banner proclaiming “As Moses lifted up the serpent in the
wilderness” and those on the right a banner completing the quote “even so must the Son of man be
lifted up”. The Angels on the left are multicoloured whilst those on the right are dressed in white,
though the poses of the angels are identical.

So far so good but now comes the puzzle. Between them the lobes of the have eleven characters on
each of the left and right quatrefoil, the top, right and left lobes having three characters each whilst
the bottom lobes have only two. There is no obvious sign that the left contains only Old Testament
characters nor that the right contains only New Testament characters, as is the case in the lower part
of the window.
Looking first at the left quatrefoil.
The top lobe shows three characters, the central character with red robes is holding a chalice
containing a serpent which is normally associated with St John the evangelist. There are few clues
to the identity of the other two characters.

The left lobe also contains three characters, there clues to the identity of two of these. The central
character in a green robe has what appears to be a red diagonal cross behind him, this might be St
Andrew. The character to his left who is half hidden is holding out a collecting box perhaps
indicating St Matthew / Levi. There seems little to help identify the third character.

The right hand lobe again has three characters, the foreground figure in a purple robe is holding a
paschal lamb but this is open to several interpretations; one possibility would be King David as a
shepherd. The figure to his left is holding a sceptre and is possibly female. The third figure is
largely obscured.

The bottom lobe only contains two figures which raises the significance of only having eleven
figures in each of the two quatrefoils, this idea is repeated in the top layer of the window and will be
considered there. The figure to the left with a white robe covering a golden cassock, a white bird is
sitting on his kight hand. Like the lamb there is no single obvious from the bird, St David of Wales
would be one possibility, if the bird is seen as a dove then Noah would be another and St Francis of
Assissi would be a third. The figure to the right is carrying a castle or keep which is again open to
multiple interpretations.

Now looking at the right quatrefoil.
The number of characters in each lobe match those in the left quatrefoil. In the top lobe two of the
characters are carrying palm fronds, often signifying martyrdom, in the case of the figure to the
right, in a red robe, a stone is seen in his right hand and this suggests that the figure is St Stephen,
the first Christian martyr. The other palm carrying figure in white also carries a cross perhaps
indicating martyrdom by crucifixion. Only a small part of the third figure is visible.

In the left lobe all the three figures are carrying palm fronds indicating martyrdom. The faces bear
a resemblance to John, Mary the mother of Jesus and Mary Magdalene from the crucifixion panel
below but none of these would be considered as martyrs. In the foreground in a blue gown, with
golden hair and carrying a lamb might be Mary Magdalene.

In the right lobe we see two figures wearing bishops' mitres and one wearing a crown. It is a bit
strange to see bishops in a presbyterian church window, particularly from the 1890s. In the
foreground the man in green robes is carrying a triple cross, not too far removed from that
associated with popes, even stranger given the window's provenance. A dovelike bird is flying by
his head and he is carrying what appears to be a sealed book or casket and has pink-purple gloves.
St David of Wales would be a possibility for this character. The “bishop” in crimson robes is
carrying what looks like a golden soldiers helmet.

If the “bishops” in the right lobe are a surprise the bottom lobe is even more so, a bishop-like figure
in bronze robes and wearing green gloves is holding a flaming heart. The other figure in red robes
and hat and holding a cross in one hand and a bible in the other looks like a figure from the
reformation – possibly Martin Luther, though not wearing the type of hat with which he is normally
depicted.

Between the two quatrefoils is an angel holding alpha and omega symbols – there are two other
pairs of alpha and omega symbols in other windows in the church.

Below the quatrefoils the decoration includes four more angels.

The top layer of the window shows Christ enthroned in Heaven in a cinquefoil opening and with
circular frame, around the frame are eleven angel faces with associated red wings. In this case it is
not too difficult to imagine that these represent the “eleven that went to heaven”, though that doesn't
seem to be the thinking in the quartefoils in the layer below.

So returning to Dr McGinty's descriptor - “The elaborately designed chancel window is full of
clever symbolism that is not always immediately discernible” - leaves us with a few puzzles to
consider.

